
Beloved
Photography
Sessions
More than an engagement session



Wherever 
your heart takes 

you

Genuine emotions in photos 
can only come from 

genuine emotions in real life
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MORE THAN AN ENGAGEMENT SESSION

Beloved sessions are an experience. 

It’s a photo session that delves deeper than posing and looking awkwardly at the camera.  
It’s a great excuse to put aside the stressful parts of planning a wedding and just be 
yourselves, play, laugh, share and embrace the one you love.  To think back to the time 
when you first saw each other, when you first held hands and that first fluttery kiss.

This is a time to forget about everything, the camera, me and everyone else and feel things 
with your heart.  

A Beloved Session is also a great opportunity get comfortable in front of the camera, to be 
with each other and learn about natural posing (especially before your wedding day) and 
end up with some beautiful photos for your home.

KNOWING YOU , KNOW ME

It’s important for me to know about you two, so when you look back at the photos, you 
can say ‘those photos really captured us’.  This involves a little questionnaire that I send 
to each of you to help you really connect to each other before the session.  Genuine 
emotions in photos can only come from genuine emotions in real life.

What is a Beloved Session?
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YOUR INVESTMENT

2 HOUR SESSION
OUTDOOR LOCATION ANYWHERE WITHIN 50KMS OF SYDNEY CBD

BELOVED QUESTIONNAIRE PREPARED FOR YOU BEFORE YOUR SHOOT
BELOVED EXPERIENCE PHOTO SHOOT

PROFESSIONAL POSING GUIDANCE
40 RETOUCHED PHOTOS

$590
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WHEN
It depends on when your wedding is, but usually 2-3 months before is ideal.  That way 
if you would like to order a print to display at your reception, we have time.  We usually 
meet up to start the shoot around a couple of hours before sunset - where the light is 
softer and if it’s sunny we may have a gorgeous sunset too.

HOW LONG
It’s about 2 hours long.  I have found that this plenty of time to get you in the zone.

WEAR
I suggest wearing something that you’d wear to impress your partner or to a smart 
casual lunch.  You can choose one or two outfits (one casual, one dressier).  It’s entirely 
up to you to reflect your style.
A long flowy dress always looks beautiful, lighter colours near the face, shoes that you 
can walk in and the guys are usually pretty safe in a button up long-sleeve shirt and 
jeans/chinos.  Avoid t-shirts, although casual, they can look a little too casual for special 
these photos.
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WHERE
Anywhere!  I can definitely help you here as I’ve been to many beautiful spots around 
Sydney and beyond.  Just let me know the ‘look’ that you’re after - beachy, bushy, 
urban, harbour or a mixture. I know a spot for it!

From the bush to the beach 
and everywhere in between
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www.luminariephotography.com

@luminarie_photo                  LuminariePhotography
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